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HD Digital Touch!  

DIGITAL AGE is now a common term used to identify not only 
electronic capability and technological usage, but the means by 
which it is operated - digits.  From grannies to grandkids, clicking 
and swiping, tapping and typing are in full swing each day! From 
smartphones to smart watches, mini iPads to PC’s the human race 
has become fully engaged with digits!  

3D Touch is the next generation of multi-touch devices; ‘peek and 
pop’ are about to present themselves as the latest digital 
manoeuvres.  It is all in the ‘press’ - light for a ‘peek’ and deeper 
for a ‘pop’, got that?! iPhone 6S is the equipment you’ll need… 

I am personally trying to get ‘to grips’ with a MacBook and all it’s 
wonderful ‘shortcuts’ of combined keys and symbols. The  swiping 
and pinching of two, four or five fingers seem to make my work 
harder! Factored into a device is the power of ‘pressure’ … my 
fingers are still trying to master this! 

‘When I consider your heavens, the work of Your fingers, the moon 
and the stars, which you've set in place… what is man that You are 
mindful of him… that You take care of Him? (Psalm 8:3-4 NIV) 

The finger is intriguing, not least because of the underside which 
bears the most unique set of marks. Indentations, ridges carved out 
in such a manner that we are, in a literal sense, ’marked for life’. 

Not only do we have Divine skill in creative ‘design and build’ , but  
Divine digits which placed celestial lights on their path. All have the 
touch of God and therefore, His identifying mark is forever left upon 
them… the ultimate in ‘fingerprint recognition’!! 
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Affectionately,  

Judith 

P.S. Take the initiative today. Leave an impression. let’s try and 
not ‘poke’ somebody, but point them in the direction of help, 
encouragement, laughter etc… Maybe interrupting their day with 
compassion is just what they have been waiting for? 


